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__ The objective of this study was to test the applicability
of expert systems to Construction amgement and to disseminateIm
the findings.- This report has been prepared in a form that
should be suitable for circulation within the construction
Industry and thus secure the dissemination of findings._

Regarding the items in the statement of work the position Is
as follows 4.

1. Selection of general purpose program. Extensive evaluation
or commercially available programs has been undertaken and is
reported In seotion 2. This evaluation prompted us to select
SAVOIR as the progas foe a demonstration system.

2. Development of demonstration system. Discussion with senior
representatives of the construction industry in the UK indicated
that a rsstem to select materials handling plant (cranes ete) for
multi-storey construction would be a suitable domain. The
development of this system is described in section 3.

The task of automatically loading an appropriate planning...
system proved un-demanding and its completion was reported in
item 1.2 of our Interim report dated December 1984.

3. Maintenance of contact with potential user. As reported in
Section 3 we have established working arrangements with two
contractors to obtain expert knowledge for incorporation in the
system for materials handling.

4. Comments on other topics. We have also maintained contact
with a broad spectrum of people within the construction industry,
and extended this by working with the Construction Industry
Computing Association. The views we have assembled on potential
applications of expert systems are reported in section 4i.

We have included an introduction (section 1) with the
intention of explaining to potential users of expert systems the
general philosophy of capturing hitherto uncodified knowledge.
We have also included section 5 which offers recommendations
regarding future work. In this draft final report we are keeping
this preamble separate from the introduction and the later
sections in the belief that, without the preamble, the report is
in a format suitable for circulation as required by the technical
objective.
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The primary purpose of this report is to identify the ways
in which expert systems can contribute to the management of
construction. Section 4 itemizes and comments on the potential
applications The report is based on a study undertaken by the
authors for the Construction Engineering Research Laboratory of
the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. In order to make informed
judgements on the possible applications we undertook two important
preliminary tasks, namely an evaluation of relevant computer
programs and the compilation of a demonstration expert aVstem.
These tasks are described in sections 2 and 3.

Construction is managed with the aid of some formal
techniques and a lot of intuitive feel. The latter is derived
from the extensive experience of the managers. Amongst the
formal techniques those which derive from Network Analysis (e.g.
PERT, Critical path method etc) are the best known. These
techniques provide a means of analysing arW construction project
and are based on a logical representation of the project in the
fera of a network of activities. The outputs from these
techniques include

o activity schedules, often in the form of bar charts

o graphs of planned resource needs against time.
ea,

o cost variance reports showing, against a set of cost codes,
the value of work done and the cost of doing that work.

When the outputs are suitably designed and appropriately selected
.1 ~..they can provide valuable assistance to managers in their tasks

of planning and control. If these techniques are to be
successful the managers will have to make proper decisions on the

- -. :: follow ing..-- .. '

o choice of the particular technique and its supporting
computer program(s)

0 choice of the appropriate levels of sophistication and detail

o guidance in the marshalling of data from the real world, on
activity sequencing, activity durations, required
resources etc

0 decisions as to how often the project should be reviewed and
" ~~re-analysed :-...

" ?5 o selection of appropriate report formats and their circulation ":""'

o explanations to the people who are to be involved with the
system and the running of training courses



o monitoring of the effectiveness of the technique and its
implementation and the adjustment of strategy when this
nms appropriate.

We believe that, in practice, the informal expertise that
the managers use is at least as important as the formal
technique& Until now this informal expertise has been recorded
only in descriptive form. Conferences are held at which managers
and their support staff exchange views on how the formal
techniques can best be exploited and they describe their
experience in different situations. The advent of Expert Systems
provides a possible tool for capturing this kind of expertise in
a form that can be readily conveyed to others. Thus it should be
possible, for example, for the collective wisdom of the senior
project managers in a company to be recorded in the form of an
expert system which can provide guidance for the new recruits in
the field of project management. Moreover, as further experience
is gained the expert system will be modified to reflect the
lessons learned.

The potentials are not in any way limited to project
planning and control. We envisage for example that they could
help in estimating, bidding, marketing, maintenance and a host of -A.
other domains within the construction industry. An extensive
review of potential applications forms section 4 of this report.

Before continuing it should be noted that special computeri. programs have been written to assist in the development of expert

systema. These programs are known as 'shell programs" or
'oshells. In order to function they must be supplied with
knowledge about a particular "domain". For example a
commercially available program called SAVOIR could be provided
with knowledge about a domain called "Planning and control of
projects'. This combination of program and knowledge would
provide advice to a novice planner. The screen of the computer

--' would present questions such as "Is the work repetitive or non-
repetitive?", 'State the approximate number of activities".
Eventually he may be recommended to wUse resource oriented . -
scheduling'. Further refinements could provide advice on some or
all of the managers' decisions listed above. For example it
could advise on the sources of input data, on the format of
output documents and on their circulation. It should also be
noted that, when a user does not understand a question he can be
supplied with detailed explanations. The form of the questions
posed by the computer and of the advice it gives determine
whether it will in fact be helpful to the novice planner. The
over-worked expression "user friendly" is therefore a very

, . ~ important characteristic of the programs that are being developed
v : in this field.

.1**

, ,'[-.-':'.-



As Indicated above vs studied the potentials of expert
-Watems in oonstruction management in 1984 and 1985 using the
folowi.g steps

*An evaluation of available shell progras o n p

lbe *. *% l~The development of a demonstration application of an expert,-.:t,

system relating to the choice of materials handling
equipment (cranes eto) on multi-storey construction sites

A semi-structured review of potential applications and an
assessment of them in the light of capabilities of the shellprograms.

These steps are closely inter-related. For example the
evaluation of shell programs helped in the selection of a shell

rA for the demonstration application. The assembly of real-world
knowledge and the reactions of managers highlighted the important
characteristics of the shells and hence enhanced the practical
basis for their evaluation. The evaluation of shells enabled us
to appreciate in general what shells can do and what they cannot .'-

do. Ve took this information into account in our scrutiy of the
potential applications

These three steps are described in the following sections of
this paper. An important by-product of our study is the
realization that the process of acquiring realistic knowledge
about a domain can be extremely challenging. We believe this
topic has been under-researched to date and that its careful
study in future will yield valuable dividends.

The study has been conducted in Britain and its findings
relate to this country. However in many respects the findings ..
are independent of the country of implementation and we believe
that they should have widespread application.

W N
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2.0 3LUAOE OF MiUL FMIi -.

Concurrently with our project for CERL Dr. Allwood and
others at the University of Loughborough were evaluating shell
programs that are available in the U.L The principal purpose of
this evaluation was to provide guidance to British researchers
working on the subject of expert systems in construction. In ,-
association with that evaluation we determined the '.'z
characteristics of the programs that would affect their relevance -> .
to construction management applications in general. We also
ascertained which programs have facilities appropriate to the

sgeneration of a system to select appropriate construction plant
(see section 3).

The shells we evaluated are listed in table 1. It will be
noted that all these shells except ENVISAGE run on small
computers. We considered this to be important as we believe that
construction industry aplications are much more likely to develop
if the user has only to obtain software, or at most software plus
an inexpensive machine.

The shells have general features in common, eg. each
provides facilities to draw inferences from a knowledge base
(ie. a set of information about a domain) in conjunction with a -
user's response to questions generated by the system. However,
each shell is unique in the way these facilities function.
Appendix 1 defines the terms that were used in our evaluation of
the shells and will be a helpful reference in the interpretation
of the remainder of this section.

2.1 E NLUATIOI -UM

The number of expert system shells in existence is
1increasing very rapidly. Whereas formerly expert systems were

very

mainly produced by research groups at academic institutions, most ."

of the new ones are being produced by commercial organisations.
This study has evaluated nine commercially available shells. We
heve included systems costing from a few hundred pounds to a few
thousand pounds and mainly those on business micro computer& We
have not included any systems requiring expensive specialist
equipment such as "AI workstations". All the systems evaluated
run on fairly common place machines.

To become familiar with the facilities and potential of the

shells, an expert system was developed with each of them. Using
just one set of source knowledge for all the systems would have "
helped in making comparisons between ',aem, but might have meant
using soe systems inappropriately. Using different knowledge

for each system might have enabled each to be shown to its best
advantage, but would have made comparisons difficult. The
compromise solution adopted was to use two "benchmark" sets of"i-.

knowledge, one involving uncertainty and one not. The expert
systems developed using the same knowledge bases were not forced
to be identical. The basic sense of the knowledge was
maintained, but facilities which make some things particularly
easy in a system have been investigated and used. It was hoped
that each system's potential would show through if a flexible
approach was maintained in this way.
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TABLE 1 BASIC DETAILS OF SHELLS EVALUATED
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The two "benchmark* knowledge bases were devised with a
basic split of certain versus uncertain reasoning in mind.
Benchmark number I is a set of regulations taken from The . .i
Department of Transport Technical Memorandum H9/73. These

regulations have a crisply defined set of rules and conditions or
for selecting suitable safety barriers for highways in the United
Kingdom. Benchmark number 2 is a set of rules divined from a .-
text book, "The Movement and Distribution of Concrete" by
plant for transporting concrete on construction sites. This is a

complex subject with few absolute conditions and conclusions.

The shells which did not include uncertain reasoning,
evaluated using benchmark number 1, were ESP/ADVISOR, and APES.
The shells which included uncertain reasoning, evaluated using
benchmark number 2, were SAVOIR, KES, and ENVISAGE. The
exception to this method of evaluation was EX-TRAN 7 which is h.

different from the other shells in that it can induce rules
automatically from sets of examples. It therefore seemed
inappropriate to test the system using knowledge that already 

V"'.

existed in a well defined rule format. Instead the cases taken
from fllingworth were used to generate the rules.

Two other shells were studied in less detail, TESS and
Expertech X1. There was not enough time to do a full evaluation
of these systems, but since they are likely to generate some
interest, it is useful to include some information on them. The
notes and comments on these two systems were produced by looking
at their manuals, and some standard demonstrations and knowledge
bases provided by the manufacturer. -\ v -

There are of course other shells than those we have examined

* particularly in the US. We give below brief notes on three we
have some experience of.

The Loughborough Starter Pack is a simple Production Rule
system ideal for a first introduction to expert systems. It is
available for use on the IBM and Victor 9000/Sirius micros for
0. 10 from Prof. E.G. Trimble, Department of Civil Engineering,

Loughborough University of Technology.

%- At the other end of the scale systems such as LOOPS on the
Zerox 1108 super-micro or Quintus Prolog on the Sun workstation
provide general purpose AI programming environments of great

- power.

In the US there are other AI development systems available
and we have been fortunate to have Prof. Ray Levitt of the -:
Department of Civil Engineering, Stanford University help us by
mounting part of benchmark No. 1 on the KEE system. This is his

report on that work.

"The data about the roads to be investigated are stored in a
series of frames. Each frame has a series of attributes such as
MILE-POST NUMBER, VERGE-HEIGHT, HAZARD AT BASE OF VERGE etc. All
of the data about the road section and its verges and central
reserves are then stored in this frame "database". We then use

* rules similar to those which you would develop in any of the
• .* microcomputer languages (except that we can use variable names) • .

to conduct a search through some or all of the road sections to



be evaluated. The rules have the general form "If road-section
In in class 'road-sections', and if verge-height greater than
three motors or if condition-at-base-of-verge is unusual-hazard,
etc., etc. The structure of the rules then is quite similar to
those used by MICRO-EXPERT or aEw of the other programs.

The KEE system will analyze the road sections in its frame-
oriented Odatabasew and print out a list of conclusions for the
types of barriers required at the verge and central reserve side -'

of each of the road sections in its database.

As you would imagine, the speed of execution on the very
powerful LISP workstations is almost instantaneous. There is no
perceptible wait-time between firng the rules and seeing the
first conclusions emerge.

A major advantage of the KEE system is that it is possible
to generate a rule-graph which is a graphical representation of a

iiJ rule back-chaining to attempt to evaluate the truth of some of
its premises when testing for different types of barrier
applicability.

It is possible to operate this rule-graph in a "stepper"
mode in which you hit the space bar to make the rule system check
one premise at a time. In this way the strucure and functioning
of the rule system is made perfectly apparent and can easily be
debugged.

The lEE system will shortly support automatic queries and
modification of a wide range of commercially available databases

"3 ~~so that the information will not have to be encoded in frames but "1
rules can go to databases to determine the truth value of
premises In addtion the KE system supports simulation and now

project management operations such as schedule analysis. All of
this is provided in a very strong graphics environment which
permits active images which show current slot values, and can be

6 used with a "mouse" to modify current slot values, or to activate
functions which live in the attribute slots of frames."

2.2 REULTS OF THE STUDY

Our study revealed some general information namely
0 All systems represent knowledge by rules in some form; some

"s systems also store facts.

o Allowing for uncertainty in the knowledge base adds

substantial problems of providing worthwhile statistical
factors and interpreting the results of probability
calculations.

o A clearly developing feature appearing in the "second"
generation shells is that of providing some overall control
of the progress of the consultation. Usually, this is by a
control section which functions partly in a procedural
fashion, like a conventional program. It may allow a set of
preliminary questions to be asked, branch to the most

r ~ likely section of a knowledge base, terminate a line of

enquiry when appropriate or insist on answers, other than
"don't know" , to critical questions before proceeding. ..



I AIL
This control 80035 to us to be a very valuable feature in
producing systems acceptable to users by limiting the
nuber of questions asked.

0 Readers should be aware that the combination of uncertainty
and control add substantially to the task of coding the
knowledge base. To assist in dealing with this complexity
some systems allow for the use of "demons". For example, in
investigating ten goals, responses relating to goals 1 and 2
may prompt the line of questioning to change to goal 9.
This could be achieved by coding called a "demon". In
general demons are used to trigger special action when pre-
defined conditions are met.

Our summarized comments on the shells we examined now
follow. Our working papers contain substantially greater detail.

Xi is a deterministic production rule system with the knowledge
stored in an English-like format and with the ability to use
predicate logic if required. Only integer arithmetic is
supported.

ESP/ADVISOR is a deterministic propositional logic system
allowing numeric terms (integer and real) to be used in
conditional tests. There are simple controls to access the
structured knowledge, which is moderately comprehensible, and
allows generous text to be output.

-  APES is Prolog augmented by routines to simplify setting
questions to the user. It provides a friendlier sentence format

1 r-. than Prolog and supports integer and real arithmetic.

TESS is an inference network with only Bayesian rules. The
knowledge, stored in a subject-verb-object predicate form, is not
immediately comprehensible. The highly developed user interface
with multi-windowed display and simple cursor control is very
helpful.

SAVOIR is an inference network with Bayesian rules, fuzzy logic
and extended Boolean logic which also handles conditional tests
on real or integer variables. Control is provided by demons and
external functions allow links to other programs. The knowledge
base is not comprehensible until the aystem is well understood.

EX-TRAN 7 is a FORTRAN 77 based expert system kit containing a
rule induction module and an inference engine employing a .
decision-tree knowledge representation. General purpose FORTRAN
subroutines can also be included in the final expert system.

KES has three subsystems: production rules with certainty
factors, an inference network with only Bayesian rules and a
frame-based method called "hypothesize and test". Control is by "
a procedural type language. The inference network representation 77
is not immediately comprehensible but the production rule version.., ,..,*..','... ',

ENVISAE is an inference network with Bayesian rules and a fuzzy
implementation of propositional logic. Sophisticated control is
provided by demons and procedures and the terminal interface is
well developed. The knowledge base is not immediately
comprehensible but can be well structured.



BAGE is the forerunner of ENVISAGE with less control and less
facilities for explanation.

2.3 r&ZCI OF A W.L

The choice of a shell on which to base the system for the
selection of construction plant became an easy matter once we had
assembled the foregoing information. We considered that the -
system must be capable of operating on a micro computer as we
planned to take the system and its supporting computer to various
respondent contractors during the assembly of the knowledge base.
The shell must also be capable of dealing with an uncertain
knowledge base and uncertain responses from the user. Reference
to table 1 and to section 2.3 shows that the only systems that
comply with these criteria are

TESS

SAVOIR

and lESS

Of these we favoured SAVOIR, initially on account of its
availability on Sirius and Apricot computers. The Sirius is

r.. Identical to the Victor 9000; the Apricot has all the facilities
of the Sirius but is a small light-weight machine, ideal for
taking to respondent companies even using public transport. Our
choice of this shell was reinforced by its good control
facilities which, increasingly, we see as important for systems
based on real world data.

In May 1985 discussions at CERL revealed that Frank
Kearneys staff had some reservations about SAVOIR. These were
recorded in a note by Mike Young dated 28 May 1985. We have
carefully examined his comments and conveyed our response to
Frank Kearney in a note by Duncan Stewart dated July 1985. Our
principal findings are that all but two of the reservations can - - . -.
be eliminated by revised coding of the knowledge base. The
remaining reservations are

Ancillary programs written for the exit and re-entry
facility must be compiled using PROSPERO PASCAL This is a
piece of software that is not readily available in the
United States.

Although there is a good "help" facility that is activitated
at any stage by typing a question mark , this facility is

,-. not made apparent in introductory screen messages.

We have conveyed Mike Young's comments and Duncan Stewart's
responses to ISI Ltd who market the SAVOIR shell.

Since this exchange of comment Dr. Allwood and Professor
Trimble have had further experience of SAVOIR applied in a fairly
complex real-world domain This has, in their view, confirmed
the suitability of SAVOIR for the domain described in the next
section namely the selection of appropriate construction plant.



3.0 A M1313K TO 31L30 CSTa CTII PLaiT

To minimize duplication of effort use was made of the
results of a parallel project which included the development of
an expert system to provide advice on the selection of appropriate
equipment (cranes etc) for handling materials on multi-storey ..

construction work. For the purposes of the CERL project the work
was monitored in regard to

o The responses of the contractors' representatives

Li o The level of difficulty in establishing the knowledge base ..

0 The contractors' views concerning the usefulness of expert
systems for construction management generally.

As explained in section 2 the system is based on the shell -ii_.--
program SAVOIR The version of this system current in May 1985
was demonstrated to Mr. Frank Kearney and his colleagues during
Professor Trimble's visit to CERL. It is now being further
refined and it seems likely that new features will continue to be
added for several years. At ay convenient juncture we shall be
happy to demonstrate it to representatives of the U.S. Army's
European office. It was demonstrated on 6 August 1985 to" ""_.- '".__.

Miss Sine Hill of CERL during her visit to Loughborough.

A full report on this work is being prepared and will be
available by September 1985. The principal features of the work w :4 "
are now described.

triWe initially prepared a trial system using a shell called
MICRO-EXPERT which is, in effect, an earlier mark of SAVOIR. The
trial system was based on the personal knowledge of
Dr. Frank Harris. It should be noted that both MICRO-EXPERT and
SAVOIR provide for uncertainty. Thus to the question WIs the
site free from unprotected excavations?" the user could respond
in the range -5 to +5

-5 meaning "It certainly isn' t"

0 meaning "I don't know"

+3 meaning "I'm fairly sure that the answer is yes"

+5 meaning "Certainly Yes"

We established contact with two large contractors namely
Taylor Woodrow Ltd and Tarmac Ltd in order to obtain practical
data by which to extend and develop the system. We found that in

each comparn we needed two levels of access; a senior executive
who authorised the work and a more junior person who had the
necessary expertise at an appropriate level of detail. ,

Our original intention in approaching these companies was to
describe our own system, invite comments from the experts, amend
the rules in the system in the light of the comments and toIproceed on an iterative basis by means of repeated visits. We
decided against this approach, however, as we feared that it
would prejudice the responses and thus introduce bias Instead
we adopted the approach of patient discussions with the expertsIL ,until the necessary relationships between the variables emerged.



An initial segments of knowledge became available we coded these
to provide initial demonstrations. The respondents were able to
relate to these demonstrations and to provide further knowledge
to build into the system. We understand that this approach is

being used at CERL for knowledge acquisition and was used in
developing PROSPECTOL It should be recognised that, while the .-

approach is good as a means of avoiding biassed responses, it is
consuming of time, patience and money. Where similar domains
have already been coded it may be possible in future to use
structured interviews for the areas of previously defined
knowledge.

We realised that different contractors may well have
different ideas about the factors that determine the selection of
construction equipment. We were therefore prepared to develop
one system for each contractor. We had plans to compare the
systems once prepared and thus ascertain which sectors of the
knowledge base (if any) were common and which unique to the
particular contractor. It quickly became apparent however that
the technical aspects of the model (i.e. engineering
considerations) were common while financial constraints (e.g. the
policy for calculating internal hire rates etc) were not. We
therefore proceeded with the development of the technical
features ueJng responses from both Taylor Woodrow and Tarmac.
Appendix 2 is a record of a dialogue session using the technical
features incorporated up to the end of June 1985. It will be
noted that the user is first asked questions about the soil and
about unprotected excavations in order to establish whether a
tower crane can be supported. He is then asked about the
geometry of the building to be constructed to enable the required
specification of a crane to be determined. There are further
questions (not illustrated) that determine the appropriate
ancillary plant such as trucks to bring materials within the .
range of the crane.

During the assembly of rules to date the following practical
points have been noted.

Very often the planning engineer is currently using crude
rules of thumb to guide his decisions. While these can be
incorporated in an expert system there is then the danger

,* that they will be applied, by the system, in inappropriate
circumstances.

The figures to represent probability (the affirm and deny
factors for Bayesian rules) cannot be assessed directly from
discussion with a domain expert. It is necessary to

. :-::, postulate alternative sets of antecedents and obtain the
expert's guess as to the probabilities of the outcome. The
system compiler can then derive the factors.

The system developed so far does not take account of the
continuity of usage of the resources e.g. the handling
equipment, ancillary equipment, and labour. Careful

Srefinements will be needed to deal with this aspect.

The system so far deals with buildings whose plan is regular
in shape. Further adjustments will be needed to deal with
buildings of irregular plan.



In the immediate future the following enhancements will be made

Developments to improve the consultation. .... ,

More extensive details of support plant eg. fork lift
trucks, oonveers etc.
Use of exit and re-entry facilities to provide access to a
data base containing data on physical characteristics of
plant items, their availability and cost.

In the longer term we plan to extend the system to deal with
forawork strategy and its impact on the construction schedule and
the utilization of resources. We plan also to provide f or
irregular shaped buildings.

We believe that the system as it stands can be useful as an
aid to inexperienced planning engineers. With the enhancements
envisaged it should be capable of achieving more economical
selections of plant and thus be justified in commercial terms.

The contractors' senior representatives have expressed
U considerable interest in the exploitation of expert systems; one

has provided input regarding our evaluation of their potentials
(See section 4i).

The work in assembling the demonstration system was valuable
during the evaluation of shell programs in that the observed
constraints in the real world provided guidance as to the
facilities that are required and their relative importance. It
was valuable also in our assessment of potential applications in

rpi that exposure to the constraints of assembling a realistic system
provided guidance as to the kind of situations in which expert
systems may be used.

4. 14
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We approached thin subject by first assembling, relatively
mcritically, a list at topics in construction management which3 require the exercise of expertise. We then subjected each item
to review in the light of what we now know about existing expert
system shell programs. We also took account of the fact that
some domains may not fit well within existing shell program but
are capable of being represented by coding written specially for '

that domain. From the point of view of the user we see expert
system software as falling into three categories, namely

o Those which look at a set of pre-defined goals and assess
which if any of the goals applies. For example a goal could
be a piece of advice such as "You are recommended to use a
tower crane. Alternatively it could be the result of
diagnosis such as wThe fault is in the transmission system.
Hre than one goal ma be found. For example a mobile crane
(within defined criteria) may be just as suitable as a tower
crane.

" Those which deal with uncertainty. These look at a set of
pro-defined goals and offer advice or diagnosis with some
form of probability. For example, the advice to use the
tower crane may be offered with a probability of 4.5 (on a
scale of 0 to 5) but the mobile crane is recommended with a
probability of 3.0. The system will then have to take other
factors into account in arriving at his selection.

o Those which synthesize a goal. For example, the recommendation
may be to use a tower crane, with a height to underside of
jib of 80 metres (260 feet), with a luffing jib, of radius 30
metres (98 feet) and a capacity of 2 tons The components of
this advice may be offered as one composite statement or as a
series of separate pieces of advice during a continuous

*. dialogue between the user and the computer.

In assembling the list of possible topics for review we
worked with the Construction Industry Computing Association in
preparing a report entitled "The future of expert systems in
construction management" referred to later as the CICA/LUT
report. This work is part of the study for CERL.

The remainder of this section is divided thus

o Comments on the topics listed in section 3 and 4 of the
CICA/LUT report.

0 Other applications not covered by that report.
-. .. % '

o Comments on the costs of application of expert system and
their potential benefits. "

: . q,4. CDMMITS 00 EXISTImE DRVE-OPMT ".. -" ;-]''

These comments are intended to highlight the domains that

have been selected for study. No comment is included on the work
at CERL or Loughborough. The domains are now listed withomment.



-Iru Design ct bolldiag servics
Work is proceeding at the Building Services Research and ,''-.

Information Association and at the Polytechnic of the South Bank.
The former is aimed at the initial decision stages while the
latter is more broadly based.

Inte-i~ptation of relpilations * "

Work is being done by the University of Sydney on sunlight
requirements, by Birmingham Polytechnic on a British standard for
measuring building work and by the Water Industry on regulations
and codes of practice relating to water distribution management.

etLimating procedures and cost control

Work is proceeding at Salford University and Portsmouth
Polytechnic. Funding at Portsmouth is very substantial and they
are adopting a sophisticated approach.

ksalmting contractors safety practice
Selection or emrtb-.oving plant %.1%

he decision to bid or not

These three domains are being developed successfully at
Stanford University.

Claims amalysis

This work is proceeding at the University of Colorado. It
is well known to CERL and requires no further comment.

Building defects diagnosis

Work is proceeding at the Building Research Establishment on
a system to diagnose the cause of damp penetration in buildings.
Professor Trimble and Dr. Allwood have an involvement in this
project and believe it will be valuable in releasing experienced:.: ~experts for now work. We believe that a similar approach will be --- v-'
useful in the investigation of structural failures in buildings.

Oulldability

Work is proceeding at the University of Reading.

Intelligent project mangement systems

It seer.s that the Diital Corporation hat hag some success
in this domain with particular, rejarc to the desiLr, and

manufacture of computers. The PLAIIIT couw.iunity club in Eritain
is developing a SoLewhat siLlilar approach. It shculd not be

assu-ed, however, that methods that are s-atisfactory for the * ",.
control of high technology projects will also be satisfactory in N -'
Constructio. Behavioural resetrch at LouLhborouLh has stronLly
supported the view that the reed in Constructicn is for project .,-.
systenis that are simple enouLh to be operated oirectly by
foremen and supervisors. It r.ay be possible to cevelop a u;stel" '

that is more sophisticated in its calculaticns thar traditional
' 7_ project syster-s but at the zae tire is easicr tc use. If this "

proves to be the case, this domain woulu certainly be worth

pursuirL.
__ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ __._ __ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ __ _ _.__ _ __ _ _ __ _ -'-. .



4.2 COKIU CE JOTIAL AMIICATIS

Many of the potential applications that are listed will
require considerable research of the domain before the .
relationships between the important variables can be
satisfactorily established. It may emerge eventually that .I

representation other than by expert system methods would be
appropriate. Attempts to develop expert systems in these
applications may nevertheless act as a stimulus in establishing a 7.
clearer understanding of underlying expertise. In some of the
applications, notably those in which a possible structure for an
expert system is apparent, a brief comment follows the ,.A .
description of the application. . .

The potential applications are listed under the following
headings.

Pre-Construction Decisions

I1. Alternative Contractual Arrangements
2. Assesament of the Client' s Needs
3. Client Information, Monitoring and Control
4. Land/Building Economics

Marketing ,

1. Determining Sources of Work
2. Public Relations
3. Advertising, Promotion and Publicity
4. Analysis of Market Information
5. Market Forecasting
6. Product-Market Strategy

Estimating and Surveying

1. Bidding Strategy
2. Invitation to Tender
3. Management of Estimate and Tender Preparation
4. Cost Planning
5. Probabilistic Cost Estimating
6. Forms of Contract
7. Contractual Claims

8. Methods of Measurement
9. Cost Comparisons

Project Planning, Management and Control

I. Choice of Planning Method
2. Preparation of Construction Programmes
3. Representation of Network Analysis Knowledge
4. The Method Statement
5. Safety, Health and Welfare

Training

Resource Management

1. Technical/Managerial Staff
2. Contracts of Employment 0'

-p.-."..

. . . .. .. .-, . :



Financial Iknageament

1. Capital Investment
2. Tazation
3. Financing Methods
4. Sources of Finance5. Insurance".

6 Loan Appliations
7. Arbitration ,. ,
8. Interpretation of Accounts
9. Company Doctor

Pre-Conutruotion Decisions

1. Alternative Contractual Arrangements

The client has a range of alternative contractual methods
open to him when considering a project, such as:

Open/selective tendering
Serial and term contracts
Design build/develop and construct
Fee contracting
Management contracting

Two- stage tendering
British Property Federation

each of these methods having its own merits and
drawbacks. An intelligent knowlege-based system could
be prepared, setting out these comparisons to enable
both the client and the contractor to make a decision ..

on the most appropriate contractual arrangements for
arny particular project.

It could well be found that the method most suitable for
the client is also the one most profitable to the
contractor.

CeMent.
Alternative methods form the goals of the system. It
should be straight-forward to identify the goals. A
demonstration system has been prepared at Loughborough.

2. Assessment of the Client's Needs

A system to assist in the preparation of the client's
brief to the design team. By determining more accurately,
at an early stage, the client's actual requirements, it 40"

would be possible to construct a project more efficiently
and economically.

Coment.
Substantial research would be needeed to ensure that the
advice from the system is appropriate. A joint workshop
arranged by the National Science- Foundation and the
(British) Science and Engineering Research Council (Stanford

1983) recommended that such research should be
undertaken.

Z,:
K -, °-



3.Client Inf orm tior, Monitoring and Control ,?'-X

Dur.ng the design and construction stages of a project,

information needs to flow to and from the client. Much of
the information is similar from project to project and, 0
although a construction professional may well have dealt
with such situations several times before, it may be the
only time that a client does.
It would help communications if a system could be
designed to advise a client as to the information
required at various stages and under certain
circumstances during a project. Such a system could well
be extended to cover monitoring and control during the
preconstruction period.

CMent.
Similar comments to the previous item.

4. Land/Building Economics

The development, valuation and use of land and buildings
can be of prime importance on some sites. A system could
be designed which would consider the various options
allowing the developer to make decisions as to the type
of building preferred and to calculate the subsequent
return.

C ment.
Again, substantial research in the subject area would be
necessary.

Marketing

In a recent article on marketing (16], Peter Rutland
stated 'Every construction company in business today is
performing marketing functions. The company that serves
only the public sector has made a marketing decision by
selecting that market. In the private sector, the
marketing function will be different, probably more
aggressive or dynamic, directed at the market-places',
and then goes on to consider some of the ways a company
can market and sell itself. Some of these keys to
marketing and selling a construction comparW are:

Company promotion
Advertising
Company brochures
Business cards
Newsletters
Press Notices
Exhibitions and Conventions
Annual reports
Public Relations
Making a proposal
Making a presentation
Customer services
Recording sales information

o- Jo
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1. Determining Sources of Work -
. IL°% -. -o

Work can be obtained from a wide variety of sources,
contacts can be built up over many years and between many
members of staff. An intelligent knowledge-based system
could advise on possible sources of work and helpful
contacts within organisations who may be able to assist
with securing work.

Cameut.
Probably a data-base would be the principal component of a .
computer system for this application. An expert system

.0 component may help the user in accessing the data.

2. Public Relations

Can be a specialised subject where experts are employed.
An expert system could be developed to assist with PR
decisions. Good public relations are important for every

project and an IKBS could assist project management with
such decisions and where they affect their particular
project.

3. Advertising, Promotion and Publicity

All specialist functions of the marketing expert. An
intelligent knowledge-based system could help management
with decision making, where and how to proceed with
various types of advertising, etc. Such a system could be ..

linked to a conventional computer program which would
analyse previous schemes and the results obtained from
them.

4. Analysis of Market Information

Much general marketing information is available to be
collected, collated and analysed. This analysis is
important if market leads are to be followed up
satisfactorily; at this time, most of the collection
would be manual, the collation using some form of .
information retrieval system, and any analysis also
manual. The analysis of this market information could
well be helped by using some form of intelligent
knowledge-based system.

5. Market Forecasting

Stefik (17], in a tutorial and subsequent articles and
book, sets out expert system problems and includes as one
of these, predicton. Prediction is an important feature
when considering market forecasting, predicting the
market movements and how any environmental, governmental
or other changes may affect a market.



6. Product-Market Strategy
Having considered the market forecast, it is advisable to

prepare a product-market strategy. This may, however, in
the construction industry, be relatively simple and mean 4
either/or both rehabilitation projects or new industrial
units. It could be more sensible to spread the type of
project undertaken over a range of project types and
locations to avoid any sudden change in government policy
away from one type of work and in favour of another. An
intelligent knowledge-based system could help with the
determination of a product-market strategy.

Estimating and Suwveying

1. Bidding Strategy -13
When an estimate has been prepared,and prior to the
submission of a tender, many aspects are considered
before finally agreeing on a bid. A tender is frequently
discussed by a management group at a tender adjudication

_ meeting. Such a meeting is likely to be attended by the
person preparing the estimate, together with directors
and/or managers who will make the final decision about

the tender submission. Any IKBS would have knowledge of
management's thinking at this stage of tendering.

Research has been carried out at the Department ofn Construction Management at the University of Reading into

the analysis of tender results. A knowledge-based system
could well interface with this type of computer program
which would then be able to compare results of previous
tenders where similar contractors are included on the

tender list.

2. Invitation to Tender

As soon as an invitation to tender is received, a
decision should be made as to whether a tender should be .-

submitted. This decision can be affected by many things,
including present workload, anticipated resource
requirements, type of project, location, client,
professional consultants involved, etc. An expert system
would be able to assess the information on the tender
documents, together with the various clauses included in
any contract documents. Having looked at all these
aspects, it would then highlight the main items
management would need to consider before accepting the

S. invitation to tender.
Cment.

* The system would have only one goal, i.e. to bid or not.
I ?'While conceptually this is simple the knowledge base

would be quite complex. A further problem is that the
executives who provide the knowledge may have differing
views. Rules based on consensus may therefore be diffictlt

to establish.

'4•



3. Management of Estimate and Tender Preparation

Efficient estimate and tender preparation requires
careful management. Much of the resource management can
be effectively done using some form of conventional
project management system. However, an intelligent .
interface to such a system could well prove to be helpful

* - in the period between estimate to tender.

4. Cost Planning
RR

. Several aspects of cost planning could be helped by using

intelligent knowledge bases.

*- a) Historical price data is at present recorded, stored
and is used as the basis for the preparation of
subsequent approximate estimates. By improving the
data storage methods to relate the analysis more
accurately to the type of structure, location,
construction period, etc., and by using an intelligent
'front end' to such a database, it would be possible
to match more closely the type of structure being
considered, and to forecast future likely increases in
the construction costs, etc. Thus, the prediction
aspects of the intelligent knowledge-base could be
incorporated.

b) A system could be developed which would assist with
the preparation and analysis of a budget price
indicating the various types of finishings available in
a particular price range. Adjustments to the project
could be considered in the light of any imposed limit
or alteration to the budget.

* Wc) Price related control during the development of the
design and production of information.

C ento .""""" '

Cost planning is the name given by quantity surveyors in
- ." Britain to the process of budgetary control during design.

The procedures involved could be represented by an expert d
" -system that could provide junior cost planners with advice

as to what their next action should be. This is a case in
which the system would function differently according to the
stage of the project.

5. Probabilistic Cost Estimating

" Varying construction methods make a substantial
difference to the overall cost of building any project. .-

The optimum cost and profitability is what construction
managers endeavour to find, however, although an
operation may be completed at the cheapest sum, the
method of carrying out the work may well affect
subsequent operations, requiring them to be completed at'-' ~~~a higher cost figure..",-.' -

Therefore, an intelligent knowledge-based system could
consider various aspects in a method statement, for all
or part of the project, and consider the most economical
combination of operations.

_-, .?,'_-,:-,. ..
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6. Forms of Contract

Each different form of contract offers differing rights
and obligations to each of the parties associated with
that contract. An intelligent knowledge-based system
could assist them all by advising as to their varying . -

positions under the contract, ie for the JCT form of
.U contract:

- the rights and obligations of the Contractor
- the powers of the Architect
- provisions as to Sub-contractors
- certificates and payments
- determination of the contract
- arbitration provisions
- etc.

, 7. Contractural Claims

A system acting as a claims consultant could provide
invaluable advice and information at an early stage for

'* the contractor, quantity surveyor, architect and client.
Such a system would be able to tell them of their claim
vulnerabity, and/or likely success of any claim.

8. Methods of Measurement

" - There are marW differing methods of measuring and valuingaS building work. The standard method of measurement is now
approaching its seventh version. An expert system could
assist with evaluating the varying advantages and
disadvantages of using the systems, and make some
comparisons between them and assist the professionals
with changing from one system to another.

A second intelligent knowledge-based system could advise
the surveyors on the various sections and clauses of the
standard method of measurement.

9. Cost Comparisons

The cost of a contract is of prime importance to the
contractor. His profitability depends on efficient
working and low costs. Problems can frequently be

, detected early by obtaining accurate contract costing
figures promptly.

The development of an intelligent knowledge-based system
to assist with the preparation of income and expenditure

-* statements together with their comparison and
reconciliation could well assist this management function
and highlight the items requiring specific attention.

Further estimating and surveying subject areas worthy of
consideration as intelligent knowledge-based systems are:

- A system to help analysis of the effect of
organisational factors upon production costs

.- Cash flow and forecasting based on the estimator
n.• ~.
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- The factors affecting the adjudication of costs by
management

- Historical analysis of bidding performance

- Relationship between the original estimate, the tender r. .

documents and the value and cost of a project.

Frojeot hamn, Mknageuent and Control .- -,"

Project planning and control has already been seen as a
suitable subject area for the development of expert
developed, including some work at Loughborough University
of Technology. Reference to some of the systems has been
made in a previous section of this report.

1. Choice of Planning Method

A variety of planning techniques and methods of
presentation are available to the planning engineer. All
these techniques would not be suitable for ar particular
project and an intelligent knowledge-based system could
well assist with the selection and use of relevant
techniques. Such a system would consider the use of bar
charts, logic diagrams, linked bar charts, plotted
network, arrow and precedence diagrams, elemental trend
analysis, etc.

A demonstration system has been developed at Loughborough.
A possible extension of this system would provide advice on
the level of detail and of sophistication to be adopted, on.
sources of data and on methods of dissemination of the plans
in a manner that would stimulate effective project control.

2. Preparation of Construction Programmes

Project planning systems are now available which allow
the user to physically create the planning network on a
graphics screen using computer aided design techniques,
However, apparent complication of network analysis
systems continues to cause some resistance towards the
general acceptance and use of such systems. An
intelligent knowledge-based front end to such a package
could well aid their preparation by advising on aspects
such as:

Activity identification and description
Determination of activity sequences
Predicition of activity directions
Determination and presentation of production methods 4

3. Representation of Network Analysis Knowledge

One form of representing knowledge in the knowledge bases
of expert systems is to use semantic nets. The structure
of the nets somewhat resembles that of a network used in
critical path analysis, Further research is required to
determine whether this similarity can be exploited to



enhance the knowledge base of a conventional network k.O-.
analysis sstem.

4. he Method Statement

Before planning a project, it is important to consider
the overall method of construction and to prepare a

_ ~~method statement. An intelligent knowledge-baed system.- -'

could assist this process. Knowledge of previous A'..
contracts could be entered into a knowledge base, and by
basing construction methods on various criteria,
similarities with other projects could be determined and
used in the consideration of the method statement of new
projects.

5. Safety, Health and Welfare

An expert system to consider and advise on the
'* t. implications of the Health and Safety at Work Act 197"4
* * . and other health, safety and welfare legislation. Such a

system could set out the responsibilities of the
employers, managers and employees; enforcement
procedures, prosecution and administration orders;
arbitration procedures; and information on how the acts
affect the subcontractor. Consideration could also be
given to the mandatory requirements, moral and economic
aspects of safety.
Some other project planning and control domains worthy of
closer consideration:

- The choice of on site or off site production of
components

- Plant selection
- Site layout
- Temporary works
- Optimisation of time and costs: resource levelling
- Selection and appointment of project managers
- The choice of in-house or external project management .-', ..--.
- Cost related planning for the production process
- Buildability
- Security

Comment.
As reported in section 3, we have prepared a system for
selecting materials handling plant.

Tr~aining

The use of intelligent knowledge-based systems designed
to include the use of interactive video disks is seen as
a powerful tool to assist in training. This method of
approach could well be used for the training of
management, technicians and craftsmen at all levels of
the construction industry.

It is particularly suited to the training of technical
and craft subjects where the use of pictorial
representation is of major importance, but could also be
used for many areas of managerial training in subjects
such as safety, etc., where the further oevelopment of
management games could prove to be a very successful
training medium.
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One major obstacle at this time would be the cost of
video disk technology. However, as techniques develop and
costs are reduced, this could well be a worthwhile method
of approach.

Clive Dym [18] suggests that such systems could assist
'computer aided instruction, or of self-paced learning, . -

where the student is guided through a complex field by an
expert system. In this model, educational software will
be designed, using expert system technology, to guide a
student through a set of exercises, say, help the student
find and diagnose errors in his solutions, and then
formulate better solution approaches. This kind of
software can be used to expose the student to more
complex and practical problems than can be done with
standard textbook problems, and can be used to encourage
reasoning and heuristic styles of problem solving.'

Remource Nanagemnt

Procurement

The most important objective is to ensure that resources,
labour, materials, subcontractor, plant and equipment,
etc., are acquired in the most efficient way. This,
however, may not be based solely on economy, efficiency
and quality [19). Intelligent knowledge-based systems for
procurement would advis3 on the various implications
associated with obtaining the right resource at the right
time and price.

1. Technical/Managerial Staff

Senior management may well need to decide at an early
stage whether suitable managerial and technical staff are
available 'in house' or whether it will be necessary to
employ external help, consultants, etc. Some form of IKBS
could link into a database containing details of
consultants known to or used by the company. Information
to be considered would include such things as:

Capacity and workload of own company
Previous experience
Possible suitable consultants
Key staff
Capacity and workload of consultant
Proposed method of organisation and control .
etc.

Comment.
The selection of key staff to suit particular conditions
within a project should be quite feasible. As one
approach each staff member could be designated as a goal.

2. Contracts of employment

A system could be prepared to assist with the various



aspects of contracts of employment, both contracts of
service and contracts for services. Such a system is
likely to include the terms of any contract, express,
Implied and incorporated; variations of terms; written
statements, etc.

It would also include the details of government
employment acts and the effects of legislation on
contracts of employment.

Finoial Mhiagmnt

1. Capital Investment

Long term capital investment decisions, particularly

where associated with advanced technology and computer
aided methods. Consideration of investment using various
investment decision tools:

Payback
Discounted cash flow-
Net present value
Internal rate of return
etc.

Some tools are more suitable when considering long term
investment in computer aided methods. [20]

M 2. Taxation

Company taxation, finance acts, and other laws and
regulations relating to taxation methods on a company.

3. Financing Methods

Assistance in choosing the most suitable method of
financing capital purchases: [21]

Purchase
Lease purchaseN "Hire purchase
Finance lease
Operating lease

• ;r :. ~~Re ntal. ,-- .

etc.ki' ent. .

Here each method of finance can be designated as a goal.

4. Sources of Finance

Consideration of available sources of finance, internally
or externally funded:

Government grants ""
Equity/Venture capital
Bank loans
etc.

7 "whether short, medium or long term finance:



abort-term - overdraft, short-term loan, bill
ftimnoe trade bill, acceptance credit facility, etc.

ln-term term loan, sale and leaseback,

etc. [22] '

ConUsa
Again each method would be designated as a goal. '

5. Insurance

To assist with the decision on the type of insurance
, ]necessary for a company or project, and with claims under

the insurance policy including:-".".,..,
Professi~onal negligence

hployers liability
Public liability
Fire and theft of property
All risk policies
Contractural insurance - JCT clause 19(2)(a), etc.
Bonding
eta.

An intelligent knowledge-based system would also explain .. , .
the relationships with the brokers, loss adjustors,
survqors, etc.

'16. Loan Applications

* A paper on 'The User's Perspective in Relation to
Building and Construction Management' [23] referred to a
number of categories for which expert systems are
feasible. One of these categories is ensuring that
nothing gets overlooked.

When preparing a suitable application for a loan it is
important to include all the necessary and relevant
information. A checklist in the form of an intelligent
knowledge base would be one way of ensuring that those
preparing the application details were aware of the
information required. Such a system would include details
of such things as:

Compar details ___.

history
products
resources
future plans

Reason for capital need, type of loan, short, medium
or long term

Sum required
P cashflow forecasts, etc.

Purpose for loan, details of plant and equipement,
etc.

Method of repayment
Past balance sheets

etc. [22]
V. . o
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The use of an expert system to replace a check list is

somewhat prosaic but may secure important benefits. For
example, it can ensure that nothing gets overlooked and can
direct the user only to the relevant factors. It should ML._
also be relatively simple to modify the knowledg base when
experience indicates this to be necessary.

I. Arbitration

To advise on the advantages and disadvantages of
arbitration, conciliation and litigation, Such a system
would refer to the Arbitration Acts 1950/75/79 and other
relevant legislation, the appointment and powers of an

Marbitrator, awards, costs, fees, and rights of appeal.

8. Interpretation of Accounts

A system to assist with the interpretation of profit and
loss accounts, and balance sheets and how they may affect
a company's profitability, rate of return, etc.

9. Compa-- Doctor

An Alvey Directorate community club has been formed in
the City of London to develop an expert system which will
consider the 'health' of a company. Building companies,
although similar to other companies in many respects,
have their own additional problems specific to the
construction industry. Since building companies have one
of the highest 'mortality' rates, a system could be
developed to advise and consider these additional "_
building compazW problems.

Some other financial management domains worthy of closer
consideration:

- Investment decisions - economics of property
* _development; capital investment and rental income for

development projects.

* ..- Contract costing techniques, profitability and the
comparison of costs, time and output.

- Budgeting - fixed and variable budgets; various levels
of budgetary control.

- Cash flows and forecasting for companies and projects.

-.3 C TS 0 07H APPLICATIONS

The CICA/LUT report was directed towards applications that
are clearly within the general subject of construction
management. However there are numerous other potential " L

applications in construction, for example in Quality Control,
Maintenance and Design. Impressive work is in hand at CERL in



the subject of Quality Control and this topic will not be
elaborated here, Comments on the other two topics now follow.

Maintenance of large items of construction plant is likely *.

to be a very satisfactory domain, The expert system(s) would be
designed to diagnose faults and recommend remedies. By this
process the expertise of the plant manufacturer and that of the
contractor's head office could be made available to the field
staff even when they are in remote locations

Design in construction covers a great variety of 40.
applications from scaffolding and temporary works to billion
dollar permanent work. Some small demonstration design systems
have been developed at Loughborough notably in regard to heating
and air conditioning systems These are based at present on pre- --

defined goals such as the various types of heating system.
Conceptually these systems could be developed on an heirarchical

* basis such that, when one goal is found, the user is moved down
to the next level of detail and the system would then seek goals
at this level. The process could be continued to any desired .".'.
level of detail. More sophisticated concepts for the use of
expert systems in design are being developed at other centres and
it seems very likely that these concepts will be needed in the
longer term. The simple concept based on pre-defined goals (or
design solutions) may suffice in the design of small scale
temporary works.

4 .4 EcCbONIC IHILICATICIS

be The potential applications mentioned above have deliberately
been selected as simple relatively self-contained domains that
could be developed, tested and implemented in the short term. We
believe this to be appropriate because, in the construction
industry, it is necessary to establish the credibility of a new
concept before it has much hope of success. We believe however
that, once some momentum is established in the use of expert
systems it should be possible to combine systems to deal with
more complex domains. Links could also be established with other
computer systems such as data bases, planning algorithms, and
discounted cash flow evaluation. We envisage for example that
our application to select appropriate materials handling

* equipment will in due course be extended to deal with formwork
strategy, time and resource scheduling, and the economic
selection of equipment within the constraints of the company's
financial policies.

The pay-off from expert systems must depend on the S
particular application. We have selected two for comment, namely
plant maintenance and the bid/no bid decisio.

4, Our experience to date suggests that an effective system for
diagnosing the causes of failure in one particular type of plant
(say very large excavators) could be developed for about £20,000
to £30,000 and that it need not be based on anything larger than

San IBM.XT computer. Thus the total cost, including hardware and
implementation may be say £140,000. Such a sum is trivial in
comparison with the cost of a large excavator and the savings, by
avoiding ill-Judged repair strategy, would probably pay for the

'' system in one company in a year or two. If the plant "

manufacturer were to prepare the system and make it available to
his customers the absolute pay off would obviously be enhanced by- ,p.- ''' -'. .

'4%-% "-
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one or two orders of magnitude. The distribution of benefit
would be a matter for commercial judgement. Where the
manufacturer takes the initiative the enhanced economic position
would justify expert mystems for smaller items of plant.,'

A system to advise a compazW as to whether it should bid or
not against asy now enquiry would almost certainly be unique to
that company. However, if the bids involve a substantial design"-"
content the pay-off again could be considerable. The bid
decision involves senior people in a compamj and usually several
are involved on each occasion. If we assume 100 enquiries per

S6 year, 2 man weeks of decision time per enquiry, and an average
salary with overheads of £40,000 per year the annual ost of the
effort made by current ad hoc decision methods amounts to about
£150,000 per year. Our present estimates suggest that a good
expert system and supporting hardware would probably cost in the
region of £30,000, so the pay-off could be very substantial.

By these two examples we are not suggesting that all the
potential applications we have mentioned will have good pay off.
Each application must be judged on its merits and some hard-nosed
calculations will be needed to establish whether the aystem is
worthwhile. We believe that realistic advance assessments of
this kind will help in establishing the credibility of expert
systems. As indicated above we consider this to be important in
the construction industry.

14
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5.0 Cmm.38O AND DUOOUIDATIUS 8

From this broadly based study our principal conclusion is
that there is a very wide range of applications within
construction in which expert systems can assist management. We
share the view expressed by Frank Kearney that developments in
the short term should concentrate on easily understood concepts.

In section 4 it will be noted that many of the potential
applications require careful research in the domain before a
satisfactory system could be produced. While we are enthusiastic
about the long term value of expert systems in construction we
believe that development effort should be concentrated initially
on domains that could have substantial pay-off, for example

o Diagnosis of faults in major items of construction plant and
advice on appropriate remedies.

o Advice at board level on whether to bid or not. This would be .- ,.-,--
particularly appropriate for contractors whose bids are
expensive to prepare, e.g. those offering design and
construction.

No doubt there are many other applications with good pay- '
off. We single out these two, only by way of illustration.

Although we have looked at some larger shell systems we
believe at present that applications should be developed for
micro-oomputers This should help to promote the acceptance of
expert system technology and pave the way for sophisticated
developments at a later stage.

Our development of the demonstration system (see section 3)
has highlighted the difficulties in extracting realistic
knowledge perticulrly where this is held in intuitive form. We
believe that careful studies of the methodology of knowledge
acquisition should be undertaken. We also believe that such
studios should be undertaken on a team basis with contributions
from both computer specialists and bef avioural scientista.
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eLUGK EKNUfTl ID nc..APPEDIX I

1.0 t lpeii nrumce -. :
The purpose of this appendix is to introduce the terms used

in the evaluation reports describing the knowledge 6..

representations and inferencing logics used by the shells.

The main tasks of expert systems are logical decision making
and, depending on the domain, some mathematical calculation.
Each system provides different levels of sophistication of
logical and mathematical inferencing. Logical decision making
depends greatly upon whether the problem is deterministic i.e.
inhabits a black and white world where all conditions are certain - -

and evaluate to either true or false, or uncertain Le. where the
belief in the evidence or credibility of the rules is uncertain.

2.0 CUTAIN rUKVLE)E3 - DETURIMISTIC

The most basic level of logical inference is "propositional
logic". This is a classical logic in which the absolute truth or

"-" falsity of a statement can be determined in a mechanical and
predictable way. Each basic element is a proposition such
as:"the road is a major road". These propositions can be joined
using the connectives AND, OR, NOT to form larger propositions
and rules such as:

* .- IF "the road is a major road" AND "the road is on an
embankment" AND "the height of the embankment is greater than 6m"
THEN "a safety barrier must be provided".

Production rule systems represent knowledge as a set of rules M. A
, in this IF ... THEN format. They use propositional logic to

establish the truth of the "antecedent" statements, ie those
before THEN. If the antecedent conditions evaluate to true, the

*.-. rule sets the value of the "consequent" statement. If the rule
fails, the consequent may yet be proved by another rule in the
knowledge bas.

The disadvantage of propositional logic is that it is
impossible to reason about items within the propositions. This
may lead to may similar questions such as:

"Is it true that "the height of the embankment is > 6 i.?" S
"Is it true that "the height of the embankment is > 3 m.?"

because it treats every statement about the height of the
embankment as a separate proposition.

To overcome this problem, more sophisticated systems break
down the propositions into smaller elements. Two levels of
sophistication can be distinguished. At the first level,
propositions including numeric terms and simple relations such as
"greater than", "less than" etc. can be handled. At the second,
a more general predicate logic able to match non-numeric terms is

: implemented.

- . - - ..



In the first, a rule oan include a numeric test such as:

'embankment height > 6'.

The sstem will ask for and store a numeric value for "embankment
height*, and will automatically be able to determine the truth of
the overall proposition. ESP/ADVISOR, and the deterministic
sections of KES.PS, SAVOIR, and ENVISAGE employ this type of :'--
logic.

The fuller predicate logic systems allow propositons to
contain variables representing non-numeric items, with more
general relationships holding between them. The relations cannot
be processed in the same automatic way that the numeric relations
are. Instead the knowledge base author has to define when a
relation and its arguments are going to yield a value of true.
These non-numeric variables might be used in rules such as:

NX needs parapet if
X built-on structure and
X is-subject-to BE5-conditions"

where X is some object, which may be related to some other
objects: 'parapet", "structure', "BE5-conditions" by the
relations "needs', 'built-on', "is-subject-to'. To find if there
is a true instance of an X which needs a parapet, the system
needs to find instances of facts in the database such as:
'road built-on structure", "road is-subject-to BE-conditions".
APES and Xi provide a predicate logic.

EX-TRAN 7 uses a very different representation to ary of the
systems mentioned above. It uses decision trees to represent the
rules. The same deterministic rules can be represented as in

- kESP/ADVISER for example, but they look very different, even less

like English, eg.

[roadLtp]
major [(v-height]

< 6 : nobarrier
>= 6 : barrier

minor : nobarrier

The system chains forward through the decision tree following
the appropriate path out of each decision node. This tree could
be interpreted in an English style similar to the rules used in
the example above, i.e. "if road type is major and verge height
is greater than or equal to 6 metres, then a barrier is needed'.

3.0 UNCERTAIN KNOWLEDGE

, '., The systems mentioned above all use classical logic, where
all truth values evaluate to true or false. In some domains such

,. a crisp view of truth and falsity is not practical and some
measure of truth or uncertainty needs to be associated with
statements. Such facilities will clearly be useful in predictive

. systems which might produce conclusions like:

* -- "the earthworks will be completed by September"
probability 0.9

The uncertainty in the knowledge could be from a number of
r different sources.



A) The rules may be uncertain, i.e. the same antecedent
conditions can be indicative of different conclusions e-g.

Damp patches on the walls indicates either:
- rising damp or ..
- condensation

ii) The evidence may be uncertain, some measure of certainty
may need to be expressed about some subjective assessment: -

Has the engineer exercised reasonable care and diligence? - .

The systems evaluated in this study used three main methods
of dealing with uncertainty:

1) fuzzy logic.
2) Shortliffe type certainty factors.
3) Bayes theorems.•-

3.1 FUZZY LOGIC

Fuzzy logic measures the truth of a statement as a number
between 0 and 1, and may therefore sometimes very loosely be
referred to as a probability. There are some fairly standardised .
methods for combining these truth measures for example:

P s A is t wt vl 0.
Proposition A is true with value 0.7~~~Proposition B is true with value 0.5 '-'-'..,,

If we have a rule such as: If A and B then C, the truth
value of C is taken to be the minimum probability of all the
antecedents, i.e. 0.5.

If the rule states: If A or B then C,
the truth value of C is taken to be the maximum probability of

" all the antecedents, i.e. 0.7.

Most of the systems dealing with uncertainty provide these
implementations of the fuzzy logic operators for combining their
probabilistic statements. There is no theoretical justification
for taking the maximum or minimum values in every case. It works
in the classical logic case where the truth values are 0.0 and

*" 1.0 and does not usually provoke any objections from users.
These operators are provided in KES.PS, SAGE, ENVISAGE, and

. SAVOIR, which also has some alternative implementations.

3.2 -UORILI TYPE CERTAINTY FACTORS

Certainty factors described by Shortliffe were used in MYCIN.
(2 The only system in the study that provided this type of uncertain

reasoning was KES. PS. This system allows the knowledge base
author to attach a certainty factor in the range -1 to +1 to the
rule, e.g.

if vertical rise= significant,
& quantities x small,
&space available = limited,
then lifting equipment = midget cranes <0.75> .

This means that the rule leads to that conclusion with a
certainty of 0.75. A certainty factor of less than 0.0 indicates
against the conclusion with that certainty, e.g. <-0.25> would ' "
mean that midget cranes are unsuitable with certainty 0.25. In
practice experts will tend to write rules which prove rather than
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disprove things. However, there may be a number of rules in the
knowledge base variously proving and disproving the conclusion.
The final tally of the likelihood of a given bypothesis is found n. %

by simply adding the positive factor, called the measure of
belief, to the negative factor, called the measure of disbelief. -qWhen two rules both prove or disprove a conclusion the
uncertainties are combined using formulae of the following form:

mb' = s (1 -mb) (mb measure of belief)
(s the rule's certainty factor)

. Z:"
These formulae make the measures of belief approach their

legal bounds asymptotically, as corroborating evidence Is added.

The user is allowed to qualify his answers with a certainty
factor. This factor is then used to reduce the rule's certainty
by simply multiplying the two factors together. For example, if
the user responds to the question "is the space limited?", with a
certainty of 0.5 the overall certainty factor of the rule becomes

-, 0.5 • 0.75 = 0.375. Where there are many antecedent conditions
in a rule, the fuzzy operators described above are used to tally
the user's belief in the evidence i.e. if the conditions are
connected by ANDs the minimum certainty factor is taken. -"

3.3 799 USE OF BATES THBOPJ IN INFENCE NETVORKS

Inference nets are used by many shells including, from our
evaluation set, SAVOIR and its predecessor Micro-Expert,
KES.BAYES, ENVISAGE and TESS. They can be seen as an alternative
to production rules, eg.

IF A AND B THEN C" becomes
C DEPENDS ON A AND B.

There is however a fundamental difference in the processing
of such statements. The production rule does not give a value to
C if A or B fail. The inference network statement always leads
to a value for C once A and B have been established. A "network"
consists of many such statements and a set of questions about
A,B,etc. The choice of logical operations permitted on A and B
sometimes includes the simple operators AND, OR, NOT etc, but the
real interest in inference nets lies in the use of Bayes' theorem
for modifying the probabilites of uncertain hypotheses according
to the existence of evidence. The Reverend Thomas Bayes(1702-
1761) considered how worldly evidence could be used to prove the
existence of God and his posthumous theorem has now become a
basis of modern decision theory. In its application to inference
nets the theorem is used to calculate a modified probablity of .
the result C as the existence of items of evidence A and B is .

proved or disproved.
7d . ., ,. .'-
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The t ipical us of Boyes theorem in an Inference network can
be smmarlzed by the folloving example which follows the format .o f EN T IS AD L 

. . .

A AFFIRM 5 DENIES .1

B AFFIRM 3 DENIS .23 PRIOR 0.1

In brief, Baoyes theorem takes the PRIOR probability given for
C and modifies it using the AFFIRM factor if A or B are true or .2L.
the DENZIS factor if A or B are false. Either factor may be
greater or less than one. From our study we feel that there are
some misunderstandings about the application of Bayes theorem to
inference networks particularly in the estimation of suitable
weighting factors. A varied nomenclature has been adopted to
describe the factors. We like the terms AFFIRM and DENIES which
owe well the sense of the weighting they give to the truth or

falsity of the evidence.
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APPENDIX 2

DIALOGUE RCORD

The following sheets record a dialogue session on the expert -.

system to select construction plant. The background is described
in section 3. 
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.... .Vecse to O.PL......

the expert $Votes for plant eelection in
multi stonyv construction.

Can you tell me whether you ave familiar with CONPLANT

(Y..#..N or an option) -

You seem to hawe used CONPLANT before. Remember the help
facttt can be invoked by pressin~g 'h if you get stuck.

. .............. Oo you require the use of the debugg tg facility
available ? - useful to debug the mOdel -- "
You are adwised to answer NX' unless Vou are familiar with this "- .
faclt.

Only an answer YES to this question will invoke the facilty

(Y..I.. or an opt4on) a

I ]pg -
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3 we shalt nov start the consultation on plant selection

I mm new trying to find the suatabilitV of the ground to take the

oedtng of equipment. The question$ presented to you are intended to

- e internal structure of the sorl-eternal factors affecting the $*it......._.... .

(I ascurrenotytrying tofind ottegon odtosi oaint

its ......soil properties

>> The ground condition of the site has to be investigated to find out
49 the ground can take the loading of hea,.y equipment.

If you are tn an office and have not visited the site it may be
difficult to answer this question. Tr, to got details of the soil
investigation which eight help ym to answer this question.

Does the ground consist ofs
1) - soti or
2) - thin soil bed over laying rock bed -

enter a nuober and roenber that an answer 'I' shall be taken as unknown

U (1..2, I it not known or an option) I

M.-

A.-
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m5 . cuWPOnt!v trVtng to fEnd out the ground conditions in rotation to

)i The soil "d cen be of four types, and the characteristics of
each layer mo'i effect the foundations required for plant. Can you tell
me the soil description of your site. A soil classiofication chart

Enter *V choice I ...-.

3) $~t
*) cloy

00 you went to see *ore IY, NJ ?0 k

'e TYPE PARTICLE SiZE LALASLE fiELD TESTS - "

grovel 20-60m p.0 no field test for strength
gravel 2 -NDm ip.s eesi~iy excavated and a w oden--".-

peg can be eastly driven .
send 0.4-20 p.8 requtre*s a pick for excavation and hard

to dvlve a wooden peg
Otlt *.2-.be P.0 can be moulded in the fingers
clay 4.t 0.002 p.9 extrudes betw*een fingers but hard cla.

ts difficult to mould so
-------------- -------------------- s

Extract fro ,ound Engineering Equtpment & Nethods - F.C.Harris

(i,4 if not known or en option) 2
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(I am currently trying to find out the ground conditions tn reation to < .

its ...... soi properties

open excavations protected and qanprotected which may have been

unforeseen during feasibility studies. It is important for ae to check N. -.
on this before advising on plant to be used. Can you tell me whether
there are such open excavations outside the site boundary.

Answer a
-5 if there are unprotected excavations
-3 if there are partialtl protected excavations
* if you are uncertain

*3 it there are excavat ions but protected
-. #S if ther* are no excavations around site

(-5..G..I or an option) S

>> Now I have comparted the questions on ground conditions. Do you
wnish to see a sub-report or *imply carry on with the consultation

Please enter your choice s

I - to see the report
2 - to carry On with the consultation

(8..2 or an option) I

rhe Report ts-

The evaluation of the ground condition is now complete " :
410d O ssessmd to th At .........

,he grounad should he o,, tak, te load of he plant.

" .Physical Paraeters

I as currently trying to find the shape of the building so that I can
later ask you the physical dimensions of the structure

page"
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>> Cap you tell mw Whether your structure is circular* rectangular
or squarf

Enter your choice#
a) - circul ar
b) - rectangular
X) - square
d) - an other shape

(Enterl Characters or an OPtion) b

I an currevntly trysng to find the actual size of the bu dtnng.. .....

) Can you give se the width of the building in linear meters. You
need not be voery acureate in the r epli to this question

(*..I#* or an option)

I am currently trying to find the actual size of the bulig.......

>> Can you give me the length of the building inI linar mters. You :.--
need not be very accurate in the reply to this question. If Vou selected
an uncoammn shape press 'A' for details to answer the question

(.100) or an option) OS

M)Te answer$ given by you for the dimensions of the buslding
indicates that the building is too wide for normal constructton
procedures. It is comaon for the designers to have a core in the centre
of the structure so that the reach needed can be reduced by erectin"g
lifting equipment in this care. O$es your building have a central core ?

(Y..for an Option) g

)) In Vour r e v to the previous question you told se that a core MaM
present in the building. Is there a roof above the core?

(Y..I..M or an option) a

>> Rost of the construction methods are targ el dependent upon the

page -
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sAccess roads & obstruction$ 00

Z am currently trying to find the state of site access

>> Can you **It owhether thereor*suffcient acesroads an site.

motappropriate for youe site.
Enter your choices

I - Access roads around the building
2 - Access roods only an two Sides (lengthwise) O
3 - Access roads an one side of Cho building only

(1..E, 4 - No access roads for heavy plant

I fnot knows or an option)

I so currently trying to find out whether there are any obstructions
against 4se of plant .........

))In built up areas one main obstruction to the use of tower cranes

are nearby buildings. Sometimes these buildings wilt not be as high as
the tower crane boom, but you may not be allowed to oversail. Do you
anticipate problems of obstruction or precluded oversailing.

1 (Y..I..N or an option)g

))C lien imposed restrictions can sometimes restrict the use of your
plant. for example you may have to hand over part of the building early

* for occupation and this may become an obstruction to work. go you
anticipate such problems

* ~(Y.. I..N or an option) a .

))Another physical obstruction could be overhead power transmission
* cables. In mst* cities these cables are underground but you are advised

pae?
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* *p kk A W r Pa S .f

Tho A* 1OF4: do#

M this stage f "a CmOMtattom I us a Psi tee ta surgest
tSe e l pn "kick Cnm be used an sit* ..........

The plawo suitablto tas* as $toe* *
Forktift trucks dump truckss

:. ,~~~ -.-/....

TOwer crmaws

4

>) The report indicated that tower cranes should be be used on site.
Now I shall offer VOu a ne" from which vou can request for specific
details of Cower cranes.

1) - TVpe of tower cranes to be used --2) - Si~ze of Cover crane
3) - TVPe of cover eve*ar base
4) - location of Cho Comer even*
) - 00 not require env further information (exit) .'''"''''

Enter our choice
Note#You can coo* bck to this menu after an option

, (8..$ or an option) 8 --|

You sho n u L Siozer caes ith ow ff ijfrib to void nearit buildings. " "

>> The report indicated that tower cranes should be be used on site.
New Z shall offer you a menu from which Vou can request for specific
details of tower cranes.

1) - Tvpe of tower cranes to be used
2) - Size of tower crane
3) - Type of tower crane base
4) - location of the tower crane

pale*
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5) Do not require any further informatison (exit)

Note ,You come back to this menu after an option

(.S or an option) 2

ho min u b length required ts 32
Th& m4n4ma h&oght of mast required is to
,otesA 10 a Clearance has boom allowed between boom & top Of

building

>) The report indicated that tower cranes should be be used on site.

Now I shall offer you a menu from which you can request for specsfic
* details of tower cranes.

*1) - Type of tower cranes to be used
2) - Size of tower crane
3) - Tvpe of tower crane base
4) - location of the tower crane
5) - Oo not require any further information (exit)

Enter your choice
Note:You can come back to this menu after an option

(15. or an option) 3

#se t oer cras an tracks and you at t I need 2 tower cranes
with staom boom length of 32 meters.

) The report indicated that tower cranes should be be used on sste.
Now I shalt offer you a menu from which you can request for specific

S-.details of tower cranes.
1) - Type of tower cranes to be used
2) - Size of tower crane

* -*3) - Type of tower crane base
4) - location of the tower crane
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5) - Do not require any further inforfation (e&xt) ,o ,,
ECeO&V your 

choice

Note sYo can cot back. to this menu aft.r an option

(f.,S Or an option) S

))You are offered the option of restarting the sodtZ or to *xit the
modeI at this stage.
Please en#er your choice

(1.2 or an opt ion) 2
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